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Abstract

Locks and raspberries: a comparative study of
single-board computers for access control

Andreas Romin

Over the past decade, there has been a drastic development of the single-board
computer market. These computers are now in a position where they can compete
with classic embedded hardware. Such fast improvement has led ASSA ABLOY, a
well-known lock and security company, to see value in replacing some of their
existing access control hardware with an off-the-shelf single-board computer.
Therefore, a comparative study of single-board computers was performed for this
company. Some of the compared properties were price, performance (i.e. CPU,
memory, USB, network, operating temperature and power consumption) and other
relevant information such as operating systems, open/closed source hardware and
future availability. Information and testing data from nine different computers was
compiled and analyzed. This data was then used to determine the best-suited
candidates that could possibly replace the current access control hardware. They
were chosen in accordance to three different categories: performance, power
consumption and open source hardware. The ODROID C1+, the Raspberry Pi A+
and the A20 OLinuXino Lime2 proved to be the best candidates for these three
categories respectively. Furthermore, it was also concluded that the company behind
a computer is just as important as the computer itself, where the best company in this
study was determined to be Olimex.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Under det senaste årtiondet har det skett en drastisk utveckling av
marknaden för enkortsdatorer. Dessa datorer är nu i en position där
de kan konkurrera med de klassiska inbyggda systemen. Denna snabba
förbättring har lett ASSA ABLOY, ett världskänt l̊as och säkerhetsföretag,
till att se värdet i att ersätta en del h̊ardvara i deras säkerhetssystem
med enkortsdatorer. Av denna anledning s̊a har en jämförande studie
av enkortsdatorer utförs för detta företag. N̊agra av de jämförda
egenskaperna var pris, prestanda (t.ex. CPU, minne, USB, nätverk,
driftstemperatur och energiförbrukning) och annan relevant information
s̊asom operativsystem, öppen/stängd h̊ardvara och framtida tillgänglighet.
Information och testdata fr̊an nio olika datorer var sammanställt och
analyserat. Denna sammanställning användes sedan för att bestämma
de bäst lämpade kandidaterna som skulle kunna ersätta den nuvarande
h̊ardvaran i säkerhetssystemen. De valdes i enlighet med tre olika
kategorier: prestanda, energiförbrukning och öppen h̊ardvara. ODROID
C1+, Raspberry Pi A+ och A20 Olinuxino Lime2 visade sig vara de bästa
kandidaterna för dessa tre kategorier i tur och ordning. Ytterligare en
slutsats är att företaget bakom en dator är lika viktigt som datorn själv,
där det bästa företaget i denna studie bestämdes vara Olimex.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The release of the famous Raspberry Pi in 2012 was disruptive and started a
new market. The Raspberry Pi is a small, inexpensive single-board computer
created by the Raspberry Pi foundation. With an intention of promoting
teaching in computer science, the Pi has already sold over 5 million units
and has become the fastest selling British personal computer ever made [17].
This tiny computer is only the size of a credit card and newer versions of
Pi:s has become even smaller. With its small size and low cost, the Pi has
become a perfect tool to experiment with your creative side. With different
models ranging from 5 USD to 35 USD, the Pi can become a valuable asset to
both your home and your business. As with most markets, a success story
creates competition. In the wake of the Raspberry Pi, many companies
have created their own version of this tiny computer, all going under the
name of single-board computers. A single-board computer is a complete
computer that fits on one Printed Circuit Board (PCB). The computers are
very popular to use in embedded systems and in education, much because
of the small size.

ASSA ABLOY is the largest supplier of intelligent lock and security
solutions. They wish to further improve the development of locks and the
possibility to do so with embedded single-board computers. Single-board
computers in the range of the Raspberry Pi are in the order of ten times
as powerful as the existing hardware implemented in the locks of interest.
As an example, the Central Processing Unit (CPU) frequency of the Local
Controller Unit 9016 (LCU9016) seen in Figure 1 is 100 MHz, while a
Raspberry Pi 2 Model B has a CPU frequency of 900 MHz. These computers
would not only enhance performance, but they also come to a lower price and
are readily available off-the-shelf products. A high-level environment such
as Java on Linux cannot be used on the existing hardware, but is possible
on single-board computers. This has the potential of drastically reducing
the costs and time spent for the development of new access control software.

1.2 Objective

The purpose of this thesis is to perform a comparative study of the
single-board computers available on the market today. The goal of the study
is to find the best candidates to replace some of the existing hardware for
access control systems. As an example, a chosen candidate may replace the
LCU9016 in the access control system. This change can be seen in Figure 1.
This is one of the possibilities that are being investigated by ASSA ABLOY.
Other possibilities are to replace the Door Access Control unit (DAC) with
a single-board computer and place it in the lock, or to replace both the
DAC and the LCU9016 with a computer and put it in the reader. The
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1.2 Objective

ARX server contains information about which user that has access to which
door, this is something a computer would not replace, but is instead the
backbone of the whole system. Numerous hardware properties are to be
compared between the computers chosen to appear in the study. Aside from
the hardware properties, other information about the computers are of high
interest, these include, but are not limited to: price, size, shipping, future
availability, operating systems, availability of a reliable Java virtual machine
and whether the product is open or closed source hardware. Based on the
Raspberry Pi, computers with similar price, size and hardware capabilities
are to be included in the study.

Figure 1: The current implementation of the access control hardware is
seen on the left side, while a possible integration of a single-board computer
is seen on the right side.
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2 History and previous work

The first true single-board computer was the ”Dyna-micro” (later named
Mini-Micro Designer) manufactured by E & L Instruments in 1976 [16]. It
was based on the Intel C8080A microprocessor and had a CPU clock speed of
2 MHz together with a Random-Access Memory (RAM) size of 2 KB. Sound
could be produced using software controlled audio of two tones, 2125 Hz and
2975 Hz. With a size of 140 mm x 305 mm x 254 mm, the Dyna-micro seen
in Figure 2 was not the size of today’s single-board computers, but a rather
big one. Later on, Apple started its success story in computer development
with the Apple 1 single-board computer [20]. The computer was designed
by Steve Wozniak and sold about 200 copies before the the Apple 2 was
announced. The early mass produced motherboards had expansion slots for
many of the additional peripherals like video, audio and network, where the
single-board computers came with everything on one board.

To understand the rise in popularity of the modern single-board computers,
one only has to go back to the year 2005 in Ivrea Italy where a team
started developing the Arduino platform [15]. The Arduino project was
aimed to give people access to a cheap and easy-to-use microcontroller to
employ in their projects. The Arduino got widely accepted and paved the
way for new designers in the electronics market. The next major step in
the single-board computer development was the creation of the non-profit
BeagleBoard.org. BeagleBoard.org was formed to bring the single-board
computer and microprocessor development into the hands of designers
and engineers at a low cost[15]. This was done through an open source
community supported platform named BeagleBoard. With the Arduino
and BeagleBoard platforms in place, the world was about to see one of the
greatest disruptions in both the industrial and consumer computer market -
the release of the Raspberry Pi. A team from the University of Cambridge
decided in 2006 to address the need for a low cost platform that would help
educate kids in programming without the need for an expensive PC[15]. The
result of the effort was a single-board computer named Raspberry Pi. The
computer had a cost of 35 USD and was adopted by engineers, designers
and students all around the world. The Raspberry Pi was the start of the
popular single-board computer market that we are seeing today.

With single-board computer users all over the world, testing and
benchmarking is done continuously with regards to many aspects. Tons
of reviews are uploaded daily to various websites, although these reviews
might only give a brief overview of how a computer works. Few scientific
papers are written including a deeper comparison between single-board
computers, instead, most scientific papers focus on single-board computer
applications. However, in ”Raspberry Pi as Internet of Things (IoT)
hardware : Performances and Constraints”[10] a comparison between
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five different single-board computers is presented. The paper focuses on
hardware and software capabilities, and not about benchmarking. The
conclusion of the report is that the Raspberry Pi is a very versatile computer,
that can serve well for IoT applications. The Udoo board had the best
performance between the five computers compared, although, it is not fair
to compare a 35 USD board to a board that costs well over 100 USD. Instead,
a comparison between computers in the same price range should be done.
The paper states that choosing a single-board computer should be done with
regards to what project it is to be used for. If a low power consumption is
desired, then there is no reason to buy one with higher performance for the
same price, if it uses more power.

A market like the single-board computer market changes constantly. New
devices are launched at a high pace, which makes a lot of the old devices
obsolete. This might be a reason as to why there are so few comparisons
on a deep level between different computers. Even though single-board
computers may become obsolete within a year, a deep study is still of great
value. Knowledge about a specific brand of computers is highly valued since
a company that creates good computers will most likely keep producing good
computers. There are also many other factors that decide if a computer is
worth buying, especially for a company. A trustworthy manufacturer and
good support might be worth more in the end compared to the hardware
specifications of a computer. This is why a comparative study that goes
deeper than hardware specifications is of great value.

Figure 2: The first single-board computer Dyna-micro
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3 Computers

This study compares nine different single-board computers from
manufactures all over the world. The computers chosen to participate in
the study are all in the same price per performance category as the famous
Raspberry Pi M2. All computers in the study are built on the ARM-32
bit architecture. Other architectures were not excluded, but the computers
with other architectures did not fall into the Raspberry Pi price segment.
The majority of the information regarding the computers is taken from their
respective websites and datasheets. All nine computers can be seen in Figure
3. General information about each computer is presented in Table 1.

• Raspberry Pi M2 is the reference computer of this study and one of
the most famous single-board computers on the market. Developed
by the Raspberry Pi foundation in England, this brand of computer
is intended to promote teaching of computer science in developing
countries and schools all over the world. The board was released in
February 2015 and has since found its way into many people’s homes.

• Raspberry Pi A+ is a cheaper version in the Raspberry Pi project.
With a smaller size and lower power consumption, this computer is
more suited for embedded projects or projects that require low power
consumption. With no Ethernet port, a wireless add-on or a USB
to Ethernet adapter is needed to provide internet connection. The
computer was released in November 2014 and replaced the original
Raspberry Pi A.

• A20 OLinuXino Lime2 is developed and manufactured by the
Bulgarian company Olimex. Being a part of the OLinuXino project,
the computer is open source hardware and aimed towards applications
which require a 24/7 operation. The board was released in September
2014 and replaced the A20 OLinuXino Lime.

• A10 OLinuXino Lime is a lighter version of the A20 OlinuXino Lime2.
This computer is also designed and manufactured by Olimex and part
of the OLinuXino project. Released in December 2013, this computer
is an option for those who do not require the full power of the A20
OlinuXino Lime2.

• ODROID C1+ is a powerhouse of a computer, esteemed to be the most
powerful low cost single-board computer available on the market today.
Produced by the Hardkernel Co from South Korea, this computer is
a versatile general purpose computer. Released in August 2015 the
ODROID C1+ replaced the now obsolete ODROID C1. The ODROID
C1+ is the newest computer participating in the study.

7
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• BeagleBone Black is a popular open source computer from the
BeagleBoard.org foundation based in the US. The computer is
aimed towards education and promotion of the design and use of
open source hardware and software in embedded computing. The
BeagleBone Black is a community supported computer for hobbyists
and developers. Released in April 2013, the Beaglebone Black is the
oldest computer participating in the study.

• Banana Pi M2 is a computer heavily inspired by the Raspberry
Pi. Produced by SinoVoip Co in China, the computer is aimed to
promote science, technology, engineering, art and mechanics education
in schools. The computer was released in April 2015 and most of the
software than can be run on Raspberry Pi can also be run on Banana
Pi M2 with little to no modification.

• Marsboard Rockchip PX2 is a computer made by HAOYU electronics
based in China. The focus of the board is industrial applications,
contrary to its sibling Rockchip RK3066 which targets the consumer
market. The board was released in March 2014 and it is the most
expensive computer in the study. The computer malfunctioned half
way in to the study and is therefore not included in some tests and
benchmarks.

• pcDuino3 Nano is developed and produced by the US based company
LinkSprite. The computer targets the fast growing demands of the
open source community. This computer is also compatible with
the Arduino ecosystem such as Arduino shields. The computer was
released in September 2014.

8
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Figure 3: 1. Raspberry Pi 2 Model B, 2. Raspberry Pi A+,
3. A20 OLinuXino Lime2, 4. A10 OLinuXino Lime, 5. ODROID C1+,
6. BeagleBone Black, 7. Banana Pi M2, 8. Marsboard Rockchip PX2,
9. pcDuino3 Nano.
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Table 1: General computer information

Raspberry
Pi 2
model B

Raspberry
Pi A+

A20
OLinuXino
Lime2

A10
OLinuXino
Lime

ODROID
C1+

BeagleBone
Black

Banana Pi
M2

MarsBoard
Rockchip
PX2

pcDuino3
Nano

Release
date

February
2015

November
2014

September
2014

December
2013

August
2015

April 2013 April 2015
March
2014

September
2014

Price [USD] 35 20 50 33 32 48 46 60 40

System on
Chip (SoC)

Broadcom
BCM2836

Broadcom
BCM2835

Allwinner
A20

Allwinner
A10

Amlogic
S805

TI Sitara
AM335x

Allwinner
A31s

Rockchip
PX2

Allwinner
A20

CPU

Quad-Core
ARM
Cortex-A7
@900
MHz

Single-Core
ARM 11
@700
MHz

Dual-Core
ARM
Cortex-A7
@1000
MHz

Single-Core
ARM
Cortex-A8
@1000
MHz

Quad-Core
ARM
Cortex-A5
@1500
MHz

Single-Core
ARM
Cortex-A8
@1000
MHz

Quad-Core
ARM
Cortex-A7
@1000
MHz

Dual-Core
ARM
Cortex-A9
@1400
MHz

Dual-Core
ARM
Cortex-A7
@1000
MHz

Graphics
Processing
Unit
(GPU)

Broadcom
VideoCore
IV

Broadcom
VideoCore
IV

Mali-400
MP2

Mali-400
Mali-450
MP2

PowerVR
SGX530

PowerVR
SGX544
MP2

Mali-400
MP4

Mali-400
MP2

Memory
1GB
LPDDR2

256MB
SDRAM

1GB
DDR3

512MB
DDR3

1GB
DDR3

512MB
DDR3L

1GB
DDR3

1GB
DDR3

1GB
DDR3

Operating
Temperature

LAN9512
0°C -
70°C,
SoC
-40°C -
85°C

SoC
-40°C -
85°C, rest
unknown

0°C -
70°C 0°C - 70°C

RTL8211F
0°C -
70°C

0°C - 70°C

RTL8211E
0°C - 70°C,
API -20°C
- 70°C

HR911105A
0°C -
70°C, API
-40°C -
85°C

RTL8211E
0°C -
70°C,
API
-20°C -
70°C

Operating
system

Rasbian,
Ubuntu,
Windows
10 IOT,
RISC OS
etc.

Rasbian,
Ubuntu,
RISC OS,
OpenELEC
etc.

Debian,
Android

Debian,
Android

Ubuntu,
Android
etc.

Debian,
Ubuntu,
Android,
Angstrom,
FreeBSD
etc.

Rasbian,
Debian,
Ubuntu,
Android
etc.

Debian,
Ubuntu,
Android,
openSUSE

Ubuntu,
Fedora,
Android

Storage Micro SD Micro SD

Micro
SD,
optional
4GB
on-board
flash,
SATA
connector

Micro SD,
optional
4GB
on-board
flash,
SATA
connector

Micro
SD,
optional
8-64GB
on-board
flash

Micro
SD, 4GB
on-board
flash

Micro SD

Micro
SD, 8GB
on-board
flash

Micro
SD, 4GB
on-board
flash,
SATA
connector

µSD card

Samsung
Micro
SDHC
16GB
PRO

Samsung
Micro
SDHC
16GB
PRO

Samsung
Micro
SDHC
16GB
PRO

Samsung
Micro
SDHC
16GB
PRO

Samsung
Micro
SDHC
16GB
PRO

Samsung
Micro
SDHC
16GB
PRO

Samsung
Micro
SDHC
16GB
PRO

NA

Samsung
Micro
SDHC
16GB
PRO

Size [m.m]
89 x 58 x
19

69 x 58 x
12

92 x 59 x
18

92 x 59 x
18

86 x 57 x
21

91 x 54 x
19

98 x 66 x
20

107 x 78 x
22

95 x 64 x
20
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Table 1 Continued from previous page
Raspberry
Pi 2
model B

Raspberry
Pi A+

A20
OLinuXino
Lime2

A10
OLinuXino
Lime

ODROID
C1+

BeagleBone
Black

Banana Pi
M2

MarsBoard
Rockchip
PX2

pcDuino3
Nano

Ethernet
connection

100Mb NA 1Gb 100Mb 1Gb 100Mb 1Gb 100Mb 1Gb

Wireless
connection

NA NA NA NA NA NA
Yes
802.11b/g/n

NA NA

USB 4 USB 2.0 1 USB 2.0 2 USB 2.0 2 USB 2.0 4 USB 2.0 1 USB 2.0

2(4) USB
2.0 - 4
ports
require
USB DC
power port

4 USB 2.0
2 USB
2.0

Power
source

5V via
micro
USB or
GPIO
header

5V via
micro
USB or
GPIO
header

5V via
DC jack,
mini USB
or 3.7V
via Li-Po
battery

5V via
DC jack,
mini USB
or 3.7V
via Li-Po
battery

5V via
micro
USB, DC
Jack or
GPIO
header

5V via DC
jack or
mini USB

5V via
micro USB

5V via
DC jack
or micro
USB

5V via
micro
USB

Idle power
consumption
[W]

0.67 0.15 0.99 1.03 1.56 0.45 1.40 NA 0.98

General-
purpose
input/output
pins

26 26 160 160 40 65 28 144 14
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4 Methods and results

4.1 Price and size

Price is a highly volatile factor when it comes to a product where there is a lot of
competition on the market. A reduction in price for a competitors product may also
drive down the prices for other players products on the market. In the branch of
computer hardware, the life span of a product is usually short. This usually affects
the price of the product, where the price is reduced when the product is moving
towards becoming obsolete. Looking at the history, the prices for hardware have
dropped significantly and price drops are still occurring frequently. An example of
this is the new Raspberry Pi Zero which is a full blown PC that only costs 5 USD
[18].

One of the main factors to why ASSA ABLOY sees the opportunity to replace
parts of their existing access control system with a single-board computer is the
price. The price for the system would be significantly lower by going towards
a single-board computer. Not only would the hardware price become lower by
using single-board computers. Using a high-level developing environment like Java,
which is a possibility for the single-board computer approach, has the potential of
drastically reducing the development cost of new systems. This is because it will be
easier and faster for the programmers at ASSA ABLOY to work with a high-level
language while programming.

The price of the computers participating in the study range from 20 USD up to 60
USD. Raspberry Pi A+ is the cheapest one and Marsboard Rockchip PX2 is the
most expensive one. The target group for the computers has a low price that is
similar to the price of the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B. Computers that cost above 60
USD were not included in this study. A full list of prices is presented in Table 1. To
receive lower prices, bulk pricing is of interest. A private person will never buy the
amount of computers needed to reach bulk price, but a company like ASSA ABLOY
might. Buying large quantities of computers is a possibility and when doing so, a
lower price might save thousands of dollars. The prices of some computers are a
couple of dollars above the Raspberry Pi 2 model B, but a bulk price might tighten
up the field of prices a bit. Information about bulk pricing is presented in the
bulleted list below.

• Raspberry Pi 2 model B can be bought in a box of 150 from the official
distributor RS, by doing this 50 cents are saved on each computer compared
to its original price. Farnell sales support mentioned the possibility to reduce
the price to 33 USD each if an order large enough is made (thousands).
Farnell is an official reseller of the Raspberry Pi 2 model B.

• Raspberry Pi A+ is not available in a box like the the Raspberry Pi 2 model
B. No quote was given for bulk purchases.

• A20 OlinuXino Lime2 can not be bought with bulk pricing from Olimex. The
price is the same regardless of the quantity ordered.

• A10 OLinuXino Lime can not be bought with bulk pricing from Olimex. The
price is the same regardless of the quantity ordered.

12
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4.1 Price and size

• ODROID C1+ can be bought for a lower price if sufficiently many are
acquired at once. The original price of 32 USD can be reduced to 31 USD if
5000-9999 computers are bought and to 30 USD if 10000-20000 are bought.
More discounts may be available if a purchase exceeds 20000 computers.

• BeagleBone Black has no available quote for bulk pricing.

• Banana Pi M2 is quoted to 32 USD each if 3000 computers are bought in a
single order. This is a huge discount from the current 46 USD unit price and
a great quote if it last all the way to the purchase moment.

• Marsboard PX2 has been quoted to 48 USD per computer if 3000 computers
are bought. This is a significant discount from the current 60 USD unit price
and a great quote if it lasts all the way to the purchase moment.

• pcDuino3 Nano is quoted to 35 USD each if 3000 computers are bought in a
single order. This is a 4.99 USD discount from the original 39.99 USD unit
price.

The size of board is an important factor to consider, especially if the computer is
to be embedded into an object with a fixed size. Historically, the size has been
reduced constantly along with the reduction in size of the transistor. Today, the
size of a single-board computer is small enough to be considered being used as an
embedded system. When it comes to the size of the computer a smaller size will
always be preferred over a larger size, as long as all Input/Output (I/O) devices
needed are present and that the performance is sufficient. In ASSA ABLOY’s case,
the computer is likely to be inserted into some existing casing, therefore the size of
the computer can not be too large. The size is measured in all three dimensions with
the highest component deciding the thickness of the board. In the case of a µSD
card that reaches outside the board this extra length is included in the size. This
also goes for any components that might reach outside the board. Any casings that
come with the computers are not included in the total size. The smallest computer
in the study is the Raspberry Pi A+ with a size of 69 x 58 x 12 (mm) while the
Marsboard Rockchip PX2 is the largest computer with a size of 107 x 78 x 22
(mm). The size is measured by hand and might slightly deviate from sizes found in
datasheets. The sizes found in datasheets usually do not include any components
that reach outside the board. In Figure 4 a visual comparison of size between all the
computers is presented. The figure helps understanding the size of each computer
relative to one another. A full list of sizes is presented in Table 1.
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Figure 4: A size comparison of the single-board computers

4.2 CPU power

With an incredible advancement of the CPU power of a single-board computer,
these computers are now in a position where they can be used to run heavier
tasks that could only be run by dedicated circuits or large computers before. This
has opened up many possibilities of replacing existing circuits for single-board
computers. With around 10 times more CPU power than typical access control
hardware, the single-board computers have become a reality in the access control
world. The CPU power is not just defined by the clock-frequency of the computer,
but also by the number of cores and the efficiency of the architecture used by the
CPU.

To test the CPU power of the single-board computers, a benchmarking program
named Phoronix test suite[11] was used. Phoronix test suite is one of the most
comprehensive benchmarking and testing platforms available for a Linux system.
Hundreds of different tests can be run on the platform including custom tests.
Three different tests were used to test each computer’s CPU performance. John
the Ripper[4], SciMark[12] and Primesieve[19] are all done through the Phoronix
platform.

John the ripper is a password cracking tool for Unix, Windows, DOS etc. Its main
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purpose is to detect weak passwords, but can also be used for password hacking.
It supports many password hash types typically found on different Unix systems.
Benchmarking a system can be done using John the ripper. Basically it checks
the amount of cipher calculations that can be done using a specific hash type. For
this test, the Blowfish[13] cipher was used. Blowfish is a variable-length key block
cipher, suitable for applications where the the key does not change often. The test
uses 4 OpenMP[1] threads which is an implementation of multithreading. This
means that the program will make use of up to 4 cores at the same time. This
test calculates the amount of Blowfish cipher operations that can be processed per
second. The results are presented in Figure 5.

SciMark is a benchmark for numerical and scientific computing developed by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology. Scimark consists of five different
computational kernels: Gauss-Seidel relaxation, Fast Fourier Transform, Sparse
matrix-multiply, dense LU factorization, and Monte Carlo integration. A composite
result of all five computational kernels is presented in Figure 6, where the composite
score is the average score of the five individual tests. The unit in the presented result
is millions of floating point operations per second (Mflops). The SciMark tests run
on one single CPU core.

Primesieve is a program that generates primes using a highly optimized sieve
of Eratosthenes implementation together with wheel factorization. Wheel
factorization is a method of reducing an initial set of all natural numbers greater
than one to a list of potential primes. This list of potential primes is then fed to the
sieve of Eratosthenes. The sieve of Eratosthenes is a very simple, ancient algorithm
for finding all primes up to an integer n. Primesieve is run to find all primes within
the first 1e12 integers. It uses segmented sieves to be able to fit the sieve in memory.
Therefore, Primesieve tests the CPUs Level 1 (L1) cache performance. The sieve
size is selected to fit into the L1 memory of the computer. All computers have an
L1 cache size of 32KB, except for Raspberry Pi A+ which has an L1 cache size of
16KB. The Primesieve test results are presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 5: Test results of John the ripper

Figure 6: Test results of SciMark
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Figure 7: Test results of Primesieve

4.3 Storage

4.3.1 SD card

The main storage device for most of the computers is a µSD card built with NAND
gates. The µSD card acts as a storage device for both the operating system and
for all files on the computer. The µSD cards come in different sizes, speeds and
formats. When using a µSD card as the main storage device it is important to
consider that the cards have limited write cycles. This means that the memory
cells in the cards will eventually become corrupted and unreliable. This becomes
very important when a computer should serve as an access system for a prolonged
time, without the need for change of storage device.

A modern µSD card can sustain up to 100’000 write cycles[5] before starting to
fail, although there are several factors that have an impact on a card’s lifetime.
There are two types of µSD cards when it comes to manufacturing, Single-Level
Cell (SLC) and Multi-Level Cell (MLC)[2]. MLC cards have the advantage that
they can store more data in the same space than SLC cards can. A MLC card
can store more bits of data per memory cell than a SLC card may, thereof the
higher data storage. Nonetheless, this comes with a disadvantage. MLC cards have
worse data retention at higher temperature, slower access times and a significantly
lower endurance than SLC cards. This means that µSD cards manufactured as SLC
cards will stay reliable for a much longer time than their multi-level counterpart.
Industrial SD cards are usually of the SLC type because of the characteristics that
type possesses, the price tag for these cards is also much higher.
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Not only is the type of card of importance when it comes to the longevity of
the card, but also the storage space is of importance when it comes to the card
longevity. This is because there are more cells in the card that can be used to store
information. By spreading out the writes over more cells, writes in the same area
are effectively reduced. Spreading out writes equally on the SD card is done by a
technique called wear leveling[8]. The technique ensures that data is not written
to the same cells all the time, instead the data is spread on the card for maximum
longevity.

4.3.2 On-board storage

Some single-board computers have storage already built onto the board or have this
as an option on purchase. One type of on-board storage is embedded Multi-Media
Card (eMMC). This architecture puts the flash memory and controller into a small
ball grid array Integrated Circuit (IC) package to be used on circuit boards. The
eMMC cannot be removed by the user, it is permanently attached to the board.
This is not just a popular flash storage in mobile phones and tables, but also appears
on some single-board computers. BeagleBone Black, Marsboard Rockchip PX2 and
pcDuino3 Nano all have on-board storage when delivered. On-board storage comes
as an option for ODROID C1+ and A20 OLinuXino Lime2.

4.3.3 Hard drives

A third option to store data for a single-board computer is to use an external hard
drive. External hard drives can either be connected to an existing SATA port
or to one of the USB ports of the device. The power supplied by the single-board
computers to the external hard drive might be insufficient and thus cause problems.
In this case, an external power supply is needed for sufficient power. SATA,
which is a high speed connection, is supported by the A20 OLinuXino Lime2, A10
OLinuXino Lime and pcDuino3 Nano.

4.4 Memory performance

Primary memory is used to store information in a computer for immediate access.
The memory is much faster than an ordinary hard drive, and acts to improve
the performance of the system. A computer stores recently used information in
the memory for future usage. This way, when the information is needed, the
information can be accessed from the memory instead of the secondary storage
improving overall performance. Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM) and
Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM) are two common types of memory
used in a modern computer. Both SRAM and DRAM are types of memory that are
volatile, this means that the memory has to be powered to retain the information.
This makes SRAM and DRAM unsuitable to use as secondary storage. SRAM is
very fast, faster than DRAM, but it is very expensive. Because of this, SRAM is not
commonly used as computer memory in a desktop system, but is, instead, often
used as CPU cache memory and as memory in small embedded systems. While
DRAM is slower than SRAM, it is also cheaper, making it much more suitable to
be used as computer memory.

Memory performance is tested with regards to two different variables, latency and
throughput. Latency is the time it takes for the system to deliver a response after
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being asked for it. For a memory, the latency would be the time it takes to get
the response of data after the memory controller asks for it. Throughput is the
amount of data that can be fetched in a sequential manner from the memory per
second. Both latency and throughput of the caches or the RAM are significantly
better than that of a secondary storage.

The memory latency for the CPU’s Level 2 (L2) cache as well as for the primary
memory is tested with a Java program. While the C language might be the more
natural way of testing computer hardware, Java is of interest to ASSA ABLOY.
The program creates two data arrays, one with a size that will fit into the CPU’s L2
cache, and another that will be too large for the L2 cache but will fit in the primary
memory. The program then times a process of looping data from one of the arrays
at a time. Data from an array is requested a several times during a loop. This is to
make sure the data arrays are indeed put in the L2 cache and the primary memory.
After a loop is done, the total time passed is divided by the amount of times data
from an array has been retrieved. This will give a good indicator of the latency for
the L2 cache and the primary memory. The program tests both sequential access
and random access. With sequential access, the index that indicates which data
to fetch is incremented by one for each loop iteration. Random access is simulated
with increasing the index with a large number. This way, the data fetching seems to
be more random and not sequential. Results of the L2 cache and primary memory
latency is presented in Figure 8.

Throughput is measured with a program through the Phoronix test suite named
RAMspeed SMP[6]. Benchmarking is done with regards to both integer and
floating point representation. RAMspeed SMP consists of many different cache
and RAM benchmarks and the one chosen is called Copy. Copy is the simplest
RAM benchmark, it transfers data from one memory location to another. The test
is a synthetic simulation that is closely tied to the real world of computing. The
test results are presented in Figure 9 and 10. They tests are performed to give an
overview of the RAM performance, where the results are given as MB/s.
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Figure 8: Measurement of L2 cache and RAM latency

Figure 9: Test results of Ramspeed SMP, integer copy test
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Figure 10: Test results of Ramspeed SMP, floating point copy test

4.5 Memory size

Running out of memory can be a serious bottleneck on a computer system. If a
computer runs out of memory something called virtual memory will take action.
The operating system will start swapping out any memory used by programs to
secondary storage instead of to the RAM. Typical secondary storage are hard drives
or solid state disks. The secondary storage is much slower than a RAM and therefore
the computer system would run very slowly. Virtual memory solves many problems,
and without it memory management would become a problem.

Since running out of memory is a serious issue, a larger memory might have great
impact on the overall performance of a single-board computer. Modern desktops
or laptops might have around 16GB of RAM, which is enough to handle lots of
programs at the same time. For a system with 16GB of RAM, upgrading to 32GB
will most likely not improve performance, since 16GB is already very tough to fill
up. On a single-board computer, the installed RAM might be as low as 256MB,
which can cause problems if RAM heavy programs are run. Installed RAM in the
computers involved in the study ranges from 256MB on the Raspberry Pi A+ to
1GB. A full list of memory sizes is detailed in Table 1.

4.6 USB performance

USB performance is an important factor to consider when it comes to the
single-board computer approach. The USB is most likely to be used to connect
the computer to the external circuitry and to connect to doors. Testing the USB is,
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therefore, of great importance. Both the speed of the USB as well as the number
of doors the computer can handle is of interest. The computer should be able to
handle as many doors as possible at the same time. The current local central unit
can handle up to 16 doors at the same time using 4 loop cards. Every loop card
corresponds to one Arduino in the test performed.

The test setup consists of 16 Arduinos connected through 4 USB hubs into one of
the USB ports of a single-board computer.The test setup can be seen in Figure
11. With more USB ports, some spare capacity will be available. Each Arduino is
loaded with program that can either echo data back to the computer or bombard
the computer with data. The computer sends data to each Arduino through a
virtual serial port with settings 38400-1-N (baud rate, parity, stop bits).

Three different tests were run on each computer: E20, E100 and Max. The E20 and
E100 tests forces the computer to send 20/100 byte messages to each Arduino and
they then echo this data back to the computer. This is repeated as fast as possible
during a 10 second run. The amount of echoed messages are recorded and then
presented by the program on the computer. The Max test forces each Arduino to
bombard the computer at its highest possible rate with 20 byte data messages. The
computer records all data received during a 10 second period and then presents the
amount of messages received. Every test was run 3 times with the average score
presented, this is to ensure that a small fluctuation of results would be less of an
issue. The results are presented in Table 2. Not all computers could handle all 16
Arduinos. The amount of Arduinos that each computer could handle can also be
seen in Table 2. Computers that did not run all 16 computers could either not find
all 16 devices or not find the serial ports used by the Arduinos while running the
program.

Figure 11: USB performance - Test setup
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Table 2: USB performance results

Raspberry
Pi 2
model B

Raspberry
Pi A+

A20
OLinuXino
Lime2

A10
OLinuXino
Lime

ODROID
C1+

BeagleBone
Black

Banana
Pi M2

MarsBoard
Rockchip
PX2

pcDuino3
Nano

Number of
USB ports

4 1 2 2 4 1 4 4 2

Arduinos
handled

14 16 16 16 8 6 14 NT 16

E20
(Recorded
messages /
Arduino)

636 168 632 637 619 632 646 NT 633

E100
(Recorded
messages /
Arduino)

174 85 174 175 174 173 175 NT 175

Max
(Recorded
messages /
Arduino)

1924 210 1924 1924 1924 1924 1924 NT 1924

4.7 Network performance

A reliable network connection is almost a necessity in today’s society and the
possibilities with a network connection are enormous. For ASSA ABLOY this
means that the single-board computer approach opens up for a lot of possibilities
with a good network connection. Updating program software can be done over the
internet or through an offline network. Another possibility could be to control the
doors over the internet instead of through the USB ports. An Ethernet connection
is of interest as well as any existing wireless connection.

The Ethernet connection performance of the single-board computers is tested with
the open source tool IPERF[7]. IPERF utilizes one server computer and one
client computer to send data between the two over the network. The test setup
consists of a desktop computer with gigabit Ethernet connected by a gigabit network
to a single-board computer. The desktop computer acts as a server while the
single-board computer acts as a client. Cat5e and Cat6 network cables are used to
ensure gigabit speed. Wireless capabilities are not tested except for Raspberry Pi
A+ which doesn’t have any Ethernet port. The Raspberry Pi A+ uses a generic
USB Wi-Fi dongle running on the 2.4 GHz frequency band. The dongle is said to
have capabilities of up to 150 Mb/s.

Two different types of tests were performed, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
test and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) test. These two protocols are the most
commonly used protocols to send data over networks or the internet. TCP is
focused on reliability and performs error checking as well as numbers the packets to
make sure they are received in the right order. This means that when using TCP
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there will be some overhead to guarantee package delivery. UDP is used whenever
maximum possible speed is needed and thus, it loses all of the error checking. TCP
tests are ran for 10 seconds with a default window size. UDP tests are also run for
10 seconds at maximum speed. The TCP test reports bandwidth while the UDP
test reports bandwidth, network jitter, amount of lost datagrams and amount of
datagrams that arrived in the wrong order. Test results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: IPERF network test results

Raspberry
Pi 2
model B

Raspberry
Pi A+

A20
OLinuXino
Lime2

A10
OLinuXino
Lime

ODROID
C1+

BeagleBone
Black

Banana
Pi M2

MarsBoard
Rockchip
PX2

pcDuino3
Nano

Ethernet
type

100Mb
NA
(Wireless)

1Gb 100Mb 1Gb 100Mb 1Gb 100Mb 1Gb

TCP
bandwidth
(Mb)

94.2 21.7 519 92.8 407 94.3 607 NT 440

UDP
bandwidth
(Mb)

95.9 24.5 544 93.4 419 94.2 462 NT 525

UDP
network
jitter (ms)

0.90 NA 0.09 0.25 0.06 0.10 0.09 NT 0.09

UDP lost
datagrams

0/14639 NA 32/82949 0/14246 6/63922 0/14369 29/70430 NT 4/80170

UDP out
of order
datagrams

0 NA 0 0 0 0 0 NT 0

4.8 Operating temperature range

ASSA ABLOY products are installed all over the world, both indoors and outdoors.
The environment where locks may be installed can range from industries where
the temperature can reach very high degrees, to outdoor environments during a
cold winter. These harsh conditions can put a lot of stress on a single-board
computer and its components. If unlucky, the computer will stop working and
so will the whole access system. The operating temperature range defines the
range of temperature where the single-board computer is said to work without a
problem. The components of the computer determine the range, with the most
sensitive components setting the boundaries. The operating temperature is taken
from the data-sheet given by the producer of the product. If the temperature range
is not sufficient for ASSA ABLOY, then an open source hardware product could be
beneficial. With the open source hardware, any components that do not fulfill the
temperature range may be replaced with a component adapted to industrial usage.
Another factor to consider is whether the computer is encased or not. In ASSA
ABLOY’s case, most, if not all computers are likely to be protected by some type
of casing. This box can insulate the computer from the outer harsh environment
at the same time as the computer will help out heating the box in case of extreme
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cold. If the environment is too warm, then a computer with some kind of external
cooling might be of interest. A full list of operating temperature ranges taken from
the data-sheets can be seen in Table 1.

The computers are guaranteed to work withing the specified operating temperature
range, although they might still work outside the specified range. To test this, the
computers were tested in a -10◦C environment. A cold start test was performed
where the computer being tested was cooled down to -10◦C and then started. The
computer passed the test if it was able to boot to the log in screen. Additionally, a
test is performed with a running computer being inserted into the cold environment.
To pass this test, a computer must be able to run the IPERF network test once
every 5 minutes for a 20 minute period. By reading the datasheets for the computers
as well as for the Ethernet controllers, a conclusion can be made that the Ethernet
controller is often the most sensitive component of the computers and therefore
it is of great importance to see if it works after spending 20 minutes in a cold
environment. These tests were performed to simulate the real life usage of an
ASSA ABLOY lock in cold environments.

All computers except the ODROID C1+ passed the cold start test without a
problem. The ODROID C1+ did not start right away after being cooled down. It
took two tries to start the ODROID, the second time it started but at much slower
speed than usual. From reading the output on the screen connected, it seemed like
the problem had to do with reading files from the µSD card, even though the µSD
card is supposed to be able to handle down to -25◦C and the same kind of µSD
card is used in all computers. All computers passed the network testing during the
20 minutes spent in the freezer. There were no differences in speed or reliability
compared with the IPERF testing in room temperature.

4.9 Open/closed source hardware

An important aspect while comparing different PCs is whether the hardware is
open source or not. For ASSA ABLOY open source hardware means that they are
capable of creating their own version of the computer in case it would benefit them
in a practical way or if it would be completely necessary. The computer might be
perfect in terms of performance although a few screw holes are needed. By having
a computer with open source hardware, the computer could be redesigned to fit the
specifications. This is a cost-free option and does not require any license agreement.
Also, if the manufacturer decides to stop producing the product, ASSA ABLOY
could possibly manufacture the product themselves as long as the product is open
source hardware. In the bulleted list below, information about how ”open” the
computers are is presented.

• Raspberry Pi 2 model B is not open source hardware. Schematics are
available through the Raspberry Pi hardware documentation but no PCB files
are available. Full Broadcom BCM2836 SoC documentation is not available,
only a datasheet for the SoC covering the exposed hardware of the Pi board.
The Raspberry Pi is not aimed towards being an open source product, but
has the intention of promoting education instead.

• Raspberry Pi A+ is not open source hardware. The same information
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available for the Raspberry Pi 2 model B is available for the Raspberry Pi
A+.

• A20 OLinuXino Lime2 is an open source hardware board. Schematics and
Computer-Aided Drafting (CAD) files are available through the projects
GitHub. The OLinuXino project have no restrictions to manufacturing and
selling your own versions of the boards.

• A10 OLinuXino Lime is an open source hardware board. The same
information available to the A20 OLinuXino Lime2 is available for the A10
OLinuXino Lime.

• ODROID C1+ is not open source hardware. The ODROID project is not
meant to be fully open source hardware. Schematics and PCB Mechanical
drawings of the ODROID C1+ are available through the product website.

• BeagleBone Black is an open source hardware board. The BeagleBoard
project aims to be fully open source and therefore schematics, PCB files,
Bill of materials, Manufacturing files (g) and a system reference manual are
all available to download.

• Banana Pi M2 comes with schematics and Drawing Exchange Format (DXF)
files are available for download through the products website.

• MarsBoard Rockchip PX2 is not open source hardware. Schematics are
available through the products website, but nothing else.

• pcDuino3 Nano comes with schematics and DXF files that can be downloaded
from the products website.

4.10 Future availability

Finding information regarding how long a computer will be produced and sold for
can be a bit of a hassle. Most companies do not provide any information about
when a product will become obsolete, at least not far in advance. A computer going
obsolete is a major problem for ASSA ABLOY if there is no other way to obtain
or manufacture a computer. Information regarding future availability is accessible
for six out of the nine computers used in this study, and goes as follows:

• Prior generations of the Raspberry Pi can be manufactured even though
they are obsolete, if an order of 5000 units is placed. This opens up for the
possibility the keep buying the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B and the Raspberry
Pi Model A+ once they are obsolete.

• Olimex has come to an agreement with Allwinner that if Olimex orders at
least 50’000 SoCs, then Allwinner will produce them, even if they are obsolete.
This means that as long as there is a demand for a specific SoC, then that
SoC will live on. The effect of this is that the A20 OLinuXino Lime2 and the
A10 OLinuXino Lime will keep getting produced if there is a high enough
demand for them.

• The BeagleBone Black is planned to be produced for another seven years as
stated by the BeagleBoard foundation.
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• According to the Hardkernel support, the ODROID C1+ will be produced in
large quantities during the summer 2016, after that it will be discontinued.
No more production orders will be accepted after it is discontinued.

4.11 Operating systems

A large difference between the current ARX door systems and system comprised
of a single-board computer is the operating system available for the computer.
With the operating system, the single-board computer acts and looks like a PC,
something most people are very comfortable with. An operating system creates a
great environment to work in, and can be tailored to fit the needs perfectly. To run
the single-board computers an operating system is needed. There is a great variety
of operating systems available, but not any operating system can be used on one
of the computers. The operating system has to be built for the computer, but this
is something every manufacturer has already done. In this study, the operating
system that comes from the manufacturer belongs to the product. Other than the
operating systems supplied by the manufacturer, there may be unofficial versions
that can be used by a computer.

The operating system will either run from the µSD card or the on-board NAND
storage. All manufacturers except HAOYU electronics (Marsboard Rockchip PX2)
supply at least one official operating system image for usage on an µSD card. For the
Marsboard, the on-board NAND storage has to be used to run the system. An image
with the operating system is downloaded and then flashed to the storage device
with the dd command on Unix/Linux or Win32 Disk Imager on Windows. A wide
variety of different official operating systems is available from the manufacturers,
where different Linux distributions are the most popular ones. A list of popular
operating systems can be seen in Table 1. New operating system versions may be
released monthly depending on the manufacturer.

4.11.1 Linux

Founded in 1991, Linux is the most popular operating system for single-board
computers. There are many different varieties of this highly customizable operating
system, with many of these available for installation. Some are focused on overall
performance while others may be focused on media. Debian and Ubuntu are two
releases that are available for most of the single-board computers. All performance
testing is done with Linux being used as the operating system.

4.11.2 Android

The Android operating system is based on a modified Linux kernel and was founded
in 2007. With a high usage in ARM-devices, Android has become very popular
in smartphones and tablets. More recently, Android has started to appear in
single-board computers. Android is not as widely supported as Linux, although
images are starting to appear for most computers in one way or another.

4.12 Java virtual machine

Founded by Sun Microsystems (now Oracle), Java is a widely spread computer
language used in billions of devices. With Java being an important programming
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language at ASSA ABLOY, a single-board computer able to run Java is highly
desired. To do this, a Java virtual machine is needed. The Java virtual machine is an
abstract computing machine that enables the computer to run Java programs. The
Raspberry Pi:s and ODROID C1+ both come with Oracle-JDK either pre-installed
or available through the repository. The remaining computers can have Open-JDK
installed by a simple command line through their repository. Oracle JDK is
available as a hard float download from the Oracle website. The Oracle JDK can
be installed on all computers. Open JDK and Oracle JDK includes a JRE which
includes the JVM. A drawback with the Open-JDK is that the performance on ARM
devices has been noticed to be worse than for the Oracle-JDK[3]. The Open-JDK
is meant to be a reference implementation that is available to the community, while
the Oracle-JDK is meant to be for commercial usage.

4.13 Power consumption

The power consumption of a computer can be very important if hard power is not
available. Although a single-board computer consumes low power compared to a
desktop computer, the amount it consumes may still be a big deal if powered by a
battery for example. For ASSA ABLOY, a single-board computer will constantly
be connected and running. This means that the difference between 1 and 2 watts
will be considerable after a few years. To test the power consumption, a device
named USB Charger Doctor is put in between the single-board computer and the
power source. The device passes the data lines of the USB cable through while
measuring the current drawn by the computer. The current is measured through a
0.05 ohm resistor in series with the power pin. The USB Charger Doctor can handle
up to 3 ampere, where most of the computers will use up to 2 ampere according
to the data-sheets. The resolution of the measured voltage and current is 10mV /
10mA respectively. The test setup is seen in Figure 12. The power consumption is
measured in three steps: idle, idle with a USB device and Ethernet connected and
during heavy CPU load with USB device and Ethernet. The values obtained are
intended to give an overview of the power consumption, not precise values. The
results are presented in Figure 13.
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Figure 12: Test setup for measuring power consumption

Figure 13: Measurement of power consumption

4.14 Figure of merit

A figure of merit was used in this study because it is a quantitative way of ranking
the performance of a device, method or system, relative to its alternatives. The
figure of merit makes it simple to compare the different computers in specific areas
as well as giving them a total score. To give a computer a total performance score,
different weights were used to specify how much the properties should affect the
total score. The weights can differ significantly depending on what type of project
the computer is to be used for. ASSA ABLOY provided weights for 13 different
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properties that they considered to be valid in general for the company. It can be
noticed that the weights given for raw performance are low, this is because the
performance given by these computers is already much higher than what would
be needed in many projects. The weights given add up to 100 %. Scoring of
the different computers was done with experience gathered throughout this study
together with the performance testing results. The total score for the Marsboard
Rockchip PX2 was calculated by the results given, and then adjusted with respect
to the total percentage. The figure of merit is presented in Table 4.

Table 4: Weighted results

Raspberry
Pi 2

model B

Raspberry
Pi A+

A20
OLinuXino

Lime2

A10
OLinuXino

Lime

ODROID
C1+

BeagleBone
Black

Banana
Pi M2

MarsBoard
Rockchip

PX2

pcDuino3
Nano

Price
8%

4 5 2 4 4 2 3 1 3

CPU
performance

6%
4 1 3 2 5 2 4 3 4

Memory
performance

6%
4 1 4 2 5 1 4 NA 3

USB
performance

5%
4 4 5 5 2 1 4 NA 5

Network
performance

8%
2 1 4 2 3 2 5 NA 4

Size
11%

3 5 3 3 3 3 2 1 2

Storage
options 7%

1 1 3 3 2 3 1 4 5

Power usage
9%

3 5 3 3 2 4 1 NA 3

Operating
temperature

11%
5 5 5 5 3 5 5 NA 5

Software
availability

8%
5 5 2 2 3 5 3 3 3

Open source
8%

2 2 5 5 3 5 3 2 4

Shipping
time 3%

4 4 5 5 5 4 4 1 3

Manufacturer
10%

4 4 5 5 4 4 1 2 4

Weighted
score

3.46 3.5 3.72 3.54 3.27 3.32 2.95 (2.09) 3.67
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Testing the computers was done in several ways, from running benchmarks through
the Phoronix test suite to testing the computers with self- and ASSA ABLOY made
code. Phoronix test suite was chosen to perform benchmarks for several reasons.
The program was easily set up on all computers and a testing suite was created
that could be run with a simple command. The testing suite included all of the
CPU tests as well as the RAMspeed SMP test. This made it simple to perform
benchmarking without the need of several different programs on each computer.
The Phoronix test suite was also chosen because it is one of the most complete
and used benchmarking tools for the Linux operating system. There is no reason
to create a new test for measuring general performance when there are a bunch
of well-tested and well-optimized benchmarks online already. If a more specific
performance testing had to be done, then my own or ASSA ABLOY’s programs
were used. Benchmarks that were popular and well documented were included in
the Phoronix test suite. A good documentation is usually crucial to understanding
the program. Both single- and multi-threaded CPU benchmarks were included to
get a good overview of the CPU performance. Even though some programs are
not written to make use of more processor cores than one, it is still of interest to
measure the performance that can be achieved by utilizing all cores.

Two different memory tests were performed, RAMspeed SMP and the latency
measurement test. The difference in memory throughput measured with RAMspeed
SMP is very high, where the ODROID C1+ has a throughput of more than 5 times
the throughput of A10 OLinuXino Lime. This seems like a large difference to me,
since both computers use DDR3 memory. I think that the memory performance
shown in RAMspeed SMP is not memory bound, instead it is limited by some
other component or the interaction between the hardware. However, this is still
the performance that would be achieved if an application doing memory copying was
run. The memory latency tests shows the importance of being aware of sequential
and random access times to the cache and memory. The latency achieved upon
doing sequential access to the cache or memory is many times smaller than the
latency achieved by doing random access.

The operating temperature of a computer is very important to consider when a
computer is to be placed in a harsh environment. The objective of testing the
operating temperature was to see if a computer could handle an environment that
is colder than normal. Unfortunately, there was no testing chamber available so a
regular freezer was used. The freezer did not get colder than -10◦C. It would have
been more optimal if the freezer reached -18◦C, this way the results could have
become a bit more diverse. The computers might be able to handle 20 minutes
in the freezer, but maybe not days. To get a better understanding whether the
computers can handle the cold environment, they should be tested for a longer
time. This might not be necessary for all computers, but the chosen candidate to
be used for access control.

For simplicity, a simple tool was used to measure the power consumption of
the computers. The objective of measuring the power consumption was not to
achieve exact measurements, but to get an overview of the power consumption for
comparative purposes. The Raspberry Pi A+ is a clear winner when it comes to
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the power consumption, which is no surprise since it is aimed to be a computer that
is better suited for embedded purposes. The results are somewhat expected, except
for the high power usage of the Banana Pi M2. The ODROID C1+ has a very high
idle power consumption, but this can be explained by the high clock frequency of
the CPU. By looking at the power consumption in Figure 13, it seems that the
Allwinner SoCs has a higher power consumption than the other SoCs. The power
consumption of all Allwinner SoCs is higher than for the other computers, except
for the ODROID C1+.

The USB performance test was done to simulate how well the computers would be
able to handle many doors at the same time. The test was written for the A10
OLinuXino Lime, and that might be the reason why it did not work well for some
computers. The test should be performed again with some modifications on the
chosen computer. The speed that was reported back by the program was almost
the same on all computers except for the Raspberry Pi A+, this means that it is
either the limit of the USB 2.0 port, or the limit of the Arduinos. I only had 16
Arduinos available for testing, and if the speed was limited by the USB 2.0 port,
then using more Arduinos would confirm that. The network performance of all
computers with Gigabit Ethernet was low, where the Banana Pi M2 had the best
TCP transfer speed of 607 Mb/s. With some tuning, the network speeds may be
increased. The computers with a 100 Megabit Ethernet connection were better
saturated and there was only a small difference in speed between them.

5.1 Raspberry Pi 2 Model B

The reference computer of this study, the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B, is the most
popular computer of the studied ones. With a great amount of time put into
making the product and the Rasbian operating system, the computer has been great
to work with. No problems have been encountered while using it. The Raspberry
Pi 2 Model B is greatly supported online, and it comes with the largest community
of fans all around the world. The price is low for the performance gained, where
the Pi is only outclassed in the 4 threaded CPU tests by the ODROID C1+. In
the single threaded CPU test SciMark, the Pi comes at a third place out of the 9
computers tested. A great result for the 35 USD that was paid for the computer.
The Raspberry Pi 2 Model B is on par with the other computers when it comes to
the speed of USB performance testing, although it could only detect 14 Arduinos.
When it comes to the network performance, the 100 Mb Ethernet connections
performs as it should and delivers a solid 94.2 Mb/s during the TCP bandwidth
test.

A major drawback of the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B is that the computer is not open
source hardware. No PCB files are available and thus if the computer becomes
obsolete, problems with acquiring new computers might occur. Broadcom does not
sell single units of their SoC either, so a Non-disclosure Agreement (NDA) would
have to be signed to buy a batch from them. Although, Element14 which is one
of the official resellers of the Raspberry Pi products, has its own Raspberry Pi
customization service. This service lets customers customize the Raspberry Pi to
fit their needs.

A point where the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B really outstands is the abundance of
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supported operating systems. Firstly, the Rasbian operating system has proved to
be very stable. Secondly, with so many operating systems to choose from, one might
find a system that is further optimized for the task, compared to a more general one.
Rasbian also comes as a light version without a Graphical User Interface (GUI),
which may be highly desired to get the most power out of the computer.

The Raspberry Pi 2 Model B consumes low power compared to the other computers
with 4 cores. This makes the computer very desired if there is a low power project
that still requires high performance. The BeagleBone Black and Raspberry Pi A+
are the only computers in the study that uses less power, although these computers
have poor performance compared to the Model B.

The Raspberry Pi 2 Model B is overall a very good single-board computer, it does
not perform bad in any area. Some things are left to wish for though, like a Gigabit
Ethernet connection and open source hardware.

5.2 Raspberry Pi A+

The Raspberry Pi A+ has been the odd one out in this study. With the lowest price
and a much smaller form factor, the computer is aimed to be used in embedded
projects where space has its limits. Being one of the older Raspberry Pi models, the
Raspberry Pi A+ is suffering from very low performance. It finishes at last place
in every performance test, but for the 20 USD price there are still some upsides
with this computer. One of them is the size, where it can fit in most places where
the other computers cannot. The other upside is the power consumption. The
Raspberry Pi A+ plays in its own league when it comes to the amount of energy it
uses. This makes the computer perfect for projects where it has to be powered by
either a battery or by energy harvesting.

In the USB performance test, the Raspberry Pi A+ could detect all 16 Arduinos,
not even the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B could do that. On the other hand, the speed
that the USB port was able to handle was much lower than for the other computers.
The USB port is of version 2.0 as all of the other USB ports on the other computers,
so the question is if the performance is limited to the USB port itself, or if there is
another bottleneck in the system.

Another drawback of the Raspberry Pi A+ is the low amount of RAM it has. With
only 256 MB, the memory is quickly filled up if heavier programs are run. The
RAM is also shared with the GPU, leaving even less RAM for the CPU to use.
With no Ethernet port available, the Raspberry Pi A+ has to rely on a wireless
connection to be able to access the internet. This is a problem since a wireless
network is not as stable as an Ethernet connection. There is a higher data loss and
the wireless network can also be compromised by surrounding radio waves, causing
even more distortions. This makes an access control system over the internet less
likely.

Just as with the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B, there are positive sides to be using the
Raspberry brand. The same operating systems available for the Model B is also
available for the Raspberry Pi A+, although the A+ might not be powerful enough
to run all operating systems in a good way. The community is also a great thing
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with the Raspberry Pi A+, where there is abundant help and support online.

5.3 A20 OLinuXino Lime2

The A20 OLinuXino Lime2 has proved to be a reliable computer where everything
has worked well. The 50 USD computer is the second most expensive in this study,
a bit higher than the competitors. The computer puts itself in the middle in the
multiple threaded CPU tests, as expected when it only has 2 cores to take advantage
of. It is on par with the other computers of the same clock frequency when it comes
to the single threaded SciMark benchmark. With a 50 USD price tag, the price per
performance is quite low, but there are other factors that justifies the high price.
The computer is open source hardware, which might raise the price a bit. Even
though the computers in the OLinuXino project can be manufactured as industrial
graded according to the website, the A20 OLinuXino Lime2 cannot. So far, no
inexpensive industrial graded Ethernet PHY has been found that can be used on
the A20 OLinuXino Lime2[9].

The A20 OLinuXino Lime2 performed very well in the USB performance test. It
detected all 16 Arduinos plugged in and the speed was also as high as the other
computers. In the IPERF test, the A20 had an acceptable performance of around
520 Mb/s.

There are only two official operating systems for the A20 OLinuXino Lime2, Debian
and Android. While these two are very general and may be sufficient in most cases,
specific projects might rely on an operating system more suited for the task. There
are also a few unsupported images, but not too many.

The A20 OLinuXino Lime2 performs above average in all tests and has proved
to be very reliable. The high price might discourage a buyer like ASSA ABLOY,
especially when there is no bulk price available. However, the open source hardware
might be enough to make the board an interesting purchase anyway. The Olimex
company has also had very good shipping times and great support.

5.4 A10 OLinuXino Lime

The little brother of the A20 OLinuXino Lime2 is the A10 OLinuXino Lime. They
are the exact same size and all components are placed in the same spots, except
for a few chips. This makes an upgrade from the A10 OLinuXino Lime to the
A20 OLinuXino Lime2 very easy. The A10 has been just as reliable as the A20.
Performance wise, it is suffering a bit compared to most of the other computers.
It has about half the average score on the RAM and CPU tests, but it performs
well on the USB test where it detects all the Arduinos and delivers good speed.
The A10 cannot reach up to the same level as the newer processors on the single
threaded test Scimark, even though the clock frequency is higher than some of the
other processors. The computer has the worst network performance of all tested
computers, but just by a small margin.

The A10 OLinuXino Lime is also open source hardware as it is from the OLinuXino
project. Being an open source hardware board might just make the A10 OLinuXino
Lime worth buying for the 33 USD price, otherwise there might be better computers
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to get for that price. An upside with both the A10 OLinuXino Lime and the A20
OLinuXino Lime2 is that the boards are said to be available ”forever”. This is, of
course, if there is still a demand for the boards, which I think will be reduced in a
couple of years.

With high reliability, the A10 OLinuXino Lime is a solid computer that will do what
it is supposed to, but it does this at a slow speed. The BeagleBone Black is the
most similar computer to the A10 OLinuXino Lime when it comes to performance
and the open source hardware. Between the two, the A10 OLinuXino Lime is a
clear winner, as it comes with a much lower price and slightly better performance.
The A10 OLinuXino Lime also has an extra USB port compared to the BeagleBone
Black, which can be very useful from an access control point of view.

5.5 ODROID C1+

The ODROID C1+ is a less known computer that has performed exceptionally
well in the performance tests. The computer was delivered from the South Korean
company Hardkernel in less than a week. Being the newest computer in the study,
it is not surprising that the ODROID C1+ comes with the best specifications. A
surprise with the ODROID C1+ is the low price. The current retail price for one
unit is 32 USD. The high CPU frequency of 1.5 GHz has really paid off during the
CPU testing, where it outperforms every computer significantly in the 4 threaded
tests. However, the ODROID had some stability issues while testing through the
Phoronix test suite, where it crashed twice. It is uncertain as to why this happened
but perhaps it was due to the Ubuntu operating system or the hardware. After the
first two crashes, the ODROID ran without any problems.

While testing the USB performance of the ODROID C1+, a problem occurred. The
ODROID could only run the USB performance test with 8 Arduinos maximum.
If more Arduinos were plugged in, a ”port not found” error was thrown for the
majority of the Arduinos, and less than 8 were able to run. The speed of the USB
bus is on par with the other computers. The ”port not found” error should be
solved since the amount of units that the USB port can handle is very important
to the single-board computer approach for the access system. The ODROID C1+
could perform better when it comes to network testing. The 1 Gb Ethernet port
was only able to deliver speeds in the low 400 Mb range, and therefore it was
beaten by all the other computers that had a 1 Gb Ethernet port. Low 400 Mb
is still many times more than what the 100 Mb port computers could do, but still
somewhat disappointing for a 1 Gb port. Hardkernel shows IPERF results where
the ODROID C1+ delivers over 900 Mb/s if it acts as the server, but around 400
Mb if it acts like the client. Since this test was done using a PC as a server, the
results are about the same while using the ODROID C1+ as a client.

The ODROID C1+ is not an open source hardware computer. Even though the
name ODROID stands for ”Open Android”, the hardware is closed source and only
the schematics and a mechanical PCB drawing is released by Hardkernel. As with
most of the other single-board computers, this is standard and not an exception.

The power consumption of the ODROID C1+ is high compared to the other
computers while in idle mode, but the ODROID does not consume that much
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more power during full CPU load with connected devices. This does not make the
ODROID C1+ very suitable for low power projects where there is a lot of time
spent idle. The ODROID C1+ is, instead, very suitable to use when working with
CPU heavy tasks and memory intensive work.

5.6 BeagleBone Black

The BeagleBone Black is one of the three open source hardware computers in
this study. The open source is great for a company that wishes to make its own
modifications to the board. Unfortunately, the Beaglebone Black does not reach up
to the same level as the A20 OLinuXino Lime2, instead it performs poorly in most
of the tests. The BeagleBone Black has been accessed through an ssh connection,
which has proved to be unstable and sudden interruptions have occurred. This
might not be caused by the BeagleBone Black hardware or software, but instead it
might be a problem with cables or the accessing computer. The Debian operating
system has been stable and worked without any inconvenience while testing the
computer. The computer also comes with a pre-installed operating system on the
emmc flash storage.

For a computer as expensive as 48 USD, the BeagleBone Black performs poorly in
the CPU tests, the memory tests and the USB performance test. With only one
CPU core, the performance is not expected to reach the performance of the 2 and
4 cored computers, but the BeagleBone Black even falls behind a lot on the single
threaded test SciMark. The BeagleBone Black can only handle 6 Arduinos in the
USB performance test. This is 2 fewer than the ODROID C1+ but the same error
applies to the BeagleBone Black. The speed of the USB port is the same as on
the other computers. The network speed is as good as expected for the 100 Mb
Ethernet port where it delivers a solid 94.3 Mb/s. The power consumption for the
computer is the second lowest in the study.

The BeagleBoard community is a large community. This helps developers to make
use of all the help that is available online. The large community together with the
open source hardware, makes the BeagleBone Black a very friendly computer to
use. Nonetheless, this computer is in a serious need of an upgrade to be able to
compete with the newer and much more powerful computers on the market today.

5.7 Banana Pi M2

The Banana Pi M2 comes from the Chinese based company SinoVoip. The
computer is not to be confused with the Banana Pi Pro that is made by the
Chinese company LeMaker Technology. The Banana Pi M2 has probably been
the most unstable and faulty computer of this study, much of which may be related
to bad operating systems supplied by the manufacturer. Eventually, Rasbian was
used on the Banana Pi and it has proved to be stable. Unless the board is powered
by the 5V DC jack, two of the USB ports will not work. This forces the user to use
the DC jack if more than 2 USB ports are needed. The Banana Pi M2 performs
well on every test in this study except for the power consumption test. But with
a high price of 46 USD, the computers performance should be a better. A quote
of 32 USD per piece when ordering large quantities of Banana Pi computers might
just prove that it is a bit overpriced.
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The computer performs almost exactly the same as the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B,
except that the Banana Pi M2 has an Ethernet connection of 1 Gb. Therefore,
it is recommended to buy the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B instead of the Banana Pi
M2, except if the 1 Gb Ethernet port is needed. The Banana Pi M2 has the best
overall network performance of all computers, and reaches over 600 Mb/s through
its Gigabit port. A downside with the Banana Pi M2 is the power consumption.
The computer will not be the first choice when it comes to a project where low
power usage is essential. As discussed in section 5, this power consumption might
be because the Allwinner chips are less energy efficient.

The Banana Pi M2 is poorly documented and there is not much information online.
The Banana Pi has experienced some community and vendor fragmentation as a
result from trademark disputes and product cloning. A Chinese based company
might come with some extra complications, since the community might be more
split up because of the Chinese language. One of the upsides with the Banana Pi
M2 is that it has an integrated Wi-Fi module.

Overall The Banana Pi M2 performs well, but it is a bit to expensive to be able to
compete with the other computers. The small community together with adequate
support also makes the computer hard to understand and to tinker with.

5.8 MarsBoard Rockchip PX2

The most expensive computer in this study, the Marsboard Rockchip PX2, suddenly
stopped working halfway through the performance testing. Some component on the
computer had broken. If the power is connected, the board draws lots of current and
the CPU becomes very hot in a matter of seconds. Luckily, a few tests performed
before it broke. The Marsboard Rockchip PX2 is the only computer that had no
operating systems that could run from an SD card, so instead the on-board 8 GB
eMMC module was used to boot the computer with a Debian operating system.
The Marsboard performed well during the SciMark test, with a top score among
all computers. The high frequency of the CPU cores is a reason to the high score,
although, the frequency is said to be 1.4 GHz which is lower than the frequency
for the ODROID C1+. There have been multiple sources stating different values
for the clock frequency of the Marsboard Rockchip PX2. Unfortunately, it was
not possible to test the frequency being used on this unit since it had broken. If
the frequency really is 1.4 GHz, then the Rockchip CPU is more efficient than the
Amlogic chip found in the ODROID C1+. In the multiple threaded CPU tests, the
Marsboard performs worse than the four cored computers, but better than the rest
of the two cored computers. This is an expected result because of the two highly
clocked cores.

The Marsboard Rockchip PX2 is the only computer in the study that is said to be
of industrial grade. The Rockchip PX2 chip is made for industrial applications and
should be able to handle operating temperatures from -40◦C to +85◦C. However,
as with most of the other computers, the Ethernet controller is the most sensitive
component. On the Marsboard, a LAN8710A controller is used. This one comes in
both commercial grade and industrial grade, where the latter should be LAN8710Ai.
This raises a red flag whether the Marsboard Rockchip PX2 can really handle the
negative temperatures that an industrial graded board should be able to. If the
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computer had worked, it would have been tested in a cold environment to verify
this.

With a hefty price of 60 USD, the Marsboard Rockchip PX2 does not win any titles
except the one for the largest board. This makes the price per performance low,
and with a great quote of 48 USD per computer, this may be yet another overpriced
board at stock price. The large size of the computer also makes it very unsuitable
to use in an embedded environment where space is an issue. The shipping time was
over 1 month from China to Sweden using the standard shipping option. Perhaps
there are faster shipping options available, but that will increase the price.

5.9 pcDuino3 Nano

The pcDuino3 Nano may not be one of the most popular single-board computers
available on the market today, but there are upsides to this US made computer.
The pcDuino3 Nano is one of three two cored computers in the study. It has the
same SoC as the A20 OLinuXino Lime2 but performs a bit worse in the CPU tests.
The difference in performance probably depends on the operating systems that runs
the computers. With a hard time using exactly the same operating system, this
is seen as a part of the product as stated in section 4.11. The computer received
an average score in the RAM and CPU tests, but as the worst of the two and four
cored computers.

The pcDuino3 Nano detected all Arduinos during the USB performance test,
making it one of the four computers to do so. It also delivered good speeds during
the USB test where it is on par with the rest of the computers. The IPERF test
could have given some better results when it comes to the speed of the 1 Gb port,
where it performed similar to the other 1 Gb port computers.

If the pcDuino3 Nano is to be compared to anything, it is the A20 OLinuXino Lime2.
The price of the pcDuino3 Nano is 10 USD cheaper than the Lime2, and while both
exhibit the same performance, the only real differences are the operating systems
available and the fact that the A20 OLinuXino Lime2 is open source hardware.
Therefore, if one feels that the extra 10 USD are not worth paying for, then the
pcDUino3 Nano is a great alternative.

An upside with the pcDuino3 Nano is the compatibility with the Arduino ecosystem.
Overall the pcDuino3 Nano, running Ubuntu, has been stable and no problems have
occurred during usage or benchmarking.
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When it comes to choosing the best suited candidate, one should explore whether
there are newer versions out on the market today. The Raspberry Pi 2 model B,
ODROID C1+ and Banana Pi M2 have all already seen more powerful versions
of themselves being released. But even if a newer and potentially better version
is out on the market, this study is still useful since an insight into specific brands
is given. This might not apply to a private consumer that uses the computer
for home entertainment, but for ASSA ABLOY that will be dependent on the
company and rely on their products. The company behind the computer is just as
important as the computer itself. Usually, if a company creates a good computer,
the chances are high that they will create another good one afterwards. Therefore
the best candidate in this study might not be the computer to choose, but instead
an upgraded version of the same brand.

The Marsboard Rockchip PX2 together with the Banana Pi M2 do not fit the
access control project for a few reasons. The Marsboard Rockchip PX2 is a very
large board that is expensive. It is also poorly supported by the Chinese company
HAOYU electronics. The Banana Pi M2 has a decent performance, but it is poorly
documented, supported and sometimes even wrong information has been published.
Therefore, this computer is not suitable for the access control project.

When it comes to the best suitable candidate for the access control project, there
are a few categories that have to be accounted for depending on which approach
is taken by ASSA ABLOY. Performance-wise, the best suited candidate is the
ODROID C1+. It outperforms every other computer with its powerful CPU and
its faster memory. Nonetheless, it did not work properly during the cold start up
test and that the USB performance is quite low. Information on how to proceed
with the ODROID C1+ is written in section 7.

Another approach that can be taken by ASSA ABLOY is the usage of an open
source hardware computer. A computer with open source hardware makes ASSA
ABLOY less dependent on the manufacturer and it might be the safer option. The
BeagleBone Black, A10 OLinuXino Lime and A20 OLinuXino Lime2 are all open
source hardware boards, but the best candidates are either the A10 OLinuXino Lime
or the A20 OLinuXino Lime2. The BeagleBone Black gives poor performance to a
very high price while the A20 OLinuXino Lime2 gives a much better performance
for almost the same price. The A20 OLinuXino Lime2 is superior to the A10
OLinuXino Lime, but there is a large price difference. The question is whether the
extra performance is needed now or in the future. If the performance of the A10
OLinuXino Lime is sufficient, then there is no need to buy the more expensive A20
OLinuXino Lime2.

A third option is the low power approach, this is a very suitable approach if the
computer has to be powered by a battery. For this approach there is one clear
candidate that would be the best suited for the job, the Raspberry Pi A+. The
power consumption of the Raspberry Pi A+ is several times lower than for the other
computers, making this the best candidate. The price of the Raspberry Pi A+ is
also very low, and if money is a big issue, then the Raspberry Pi A+ is the best
choice. Nonetheless, the drawback of the Raspberry Pi A+ is the poor performance.
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Thus, it is recommended to also consider the newer Raspberry Pi Zero or C.H.I.P
instead. These computers might offer the same low power consumption, but with
greater performance.

Overall, Olimex has proven to be the best company suited for the access control
project. The company provides good support, has plans for the future (see section
4.10, great shipping and is aimed towards the industry.

There are many benefits with using a single-board computer compared to an
embedded computer. An embedded computer usually has limited resources when
it comes to CPU speed and memory size. This makes them harder to program and
interact with compared to a single-board computer. The fully fledged operating
systems that run on the single-board computers makes them easy to use. There
are, however, some drawbacks to using a single-board computer compared to an
embedded computer. Single-board computers are larger, meaning they are not as
easily put into an area where there is limited space. They also tend to be more
expensive. Overall, there is value in giving the single-board computers a chance to
replace the current access system hardware. The single-board computers open up
for many new possibilities with the higher performance they bring.

When comparing different single-board computers, it can be hard to understand
how powerful they are compared to a modern PC. By running the Phoronix test
suite programs on a modern laptop, a considerable difference was noticed. The
modern laptop was more than 10 times faster than the fastest single-board computer
in this study, the ODROID C1+. While the single-board computers might be ready
to replace some embedded systems, they are not ready to replace the PCs in an
office.
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7 Future outlooks
Depending on the chosen computer, some additional work could be done. In the case
of the ODROID C1+ and the BeagleBone black, the USB performance test should
be investigated to figure out if the ”port not found” error can be solved. These
computers might be able to handle more than eight Arduinos at the same time if
the problem is solved. The chosen computer should also be tested in a temperature
chamber to see whether it can withstand the low or high temperatures that it might
experience in a real life situation. As mentioned in section 4.3.1, the lifetime of a
µSD card is about 100’000 write cycles before starting to fail. It can, therefore, be
of interest to calculate how long a µSD card would last before failing. The chosen
computer will be in use for about 20 years before being swapped out, hence having
µSD card failures during that time is not feasible. It should be possible to reduce
the amount of writes to the µSD card by tweaking the operating system. Depending
on the chosen brand of computer, it should be taken into account whether there is
a newer version of the same computer that might be even better than the chosen
one.

The single-board computers are starting to get powerful enough for facial
recognition programs. It can be of interest to investigate whether a facial
recognition program can be used together with the access control system, and,
therefore, change the way a door is unlocked from key cards to a recognized face. It
is also of interest to see how well an energy harvesting circuit can keep a single-board
computer running, this is to rely less on hard power. If hard power is not available,
it may also be of interest to consider a fast boot operating system, more on this in
section 7.1.

7.1 Fast boot

In the case of lack of hard power, computers have to be powered by a battery. A
running computer (i.e non-idle mode) consumes too much energy and, therefore,
drains the battery very quickly. A computer that hibernates whenever no work is
done, extends the life of the battery drastically, although most likely not enough.
If there is no energy harvesting, the computer would eventually run out of power.
This problem could be solved by completely turning off the computer when no work
is done and booting it when needed. A standard operating system will not boot fast
enough, instead, a fast boot operating system could make this possible since the
booting time has to be very fast. For example, when a user tries to unlock a door,
the computer has to boot and process the work within a short time. The booting
time has to be so short that the person accessing the door does not have to wait
for the process. While the operating systems being released to the single-board
computers usually boot in 15-25 seconds, a company in Israel has managed to
reduce the booting time of a BeagleBoard to 300ms from boot loader to shell[14].
Another interesting project would be to test a small, barebone operating system,
like the OpenRTOS. This can boot much faster than a fully fledged operating
system, making it highly valuable if a low boot time is needed.

7.2 Recent developments

The single-board computer market is constantly developing at a high pace. As
mentioned in section 6, three of the nine computers in this study have already seen
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a newer version of themselves being released. Other than these three, a whole bunch
of different computers have been released. For example the new Raspberry Pi Zero
mentioned in section 4.1 might be ready to replace the Raspberry Pi A+ with its
low price of 5 USD. Furthermore the 9 USD C.H.I.P, a new single-board computer
which resemblances the Raspberry Pi Zero is out on the market today. Not only
the prices seem to go down further, but the sizes do as well. Both the Raspberry
Pi Zero and the C.H.I.P are both smaller than all nine computers in the study. In
addition, Samsung is about to release the ARTIK 5, a very small computer, which
measures just 29 x 25 x 3.5 mm.

We are also seeing some 64-bit computers making it into the market. The new
Raspberry Pi 3 model B together with the ODROID C2 are both 64-bit computers.
There is not a lot of software that makes use of the 64-bit system yet, but with
more 64-bit releases, more software will be made.
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